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The name of NHK's Science & Technical
Research Laboratories probably gives
people working in broadcasting the

general impression of being a rather
unapproachable and distant institution; even also
people working at creating programs and in
broadcasting operations in NHK tend to think so.
Even though I've been participating in STRL's
annual open house with great interest for years, I,
myself, have often thought that its research
results would rarely find their way into actual
broadcasting or be reflected in NHK's
administrative decisions.

However, my views have changed in the last
seven or eight years, since digitalization of
broadcasting has become a management priority;
I have been impressed by the competence of
STRL researchers who are clearly its underlying
strength. 

To me at least, STRL proved its worth in 1997
when the various Japanese broadcasters began
work on a schedule for the digitalization of
satellite broadcasting. While NHK had already
developed a market for its analog satellite
broadcasting services, Japanese commercial
broadcasters were still wavering between
choosing pay services or free-to-air services
funded by advertising revenue. At the time, only
WOWOW provided encrypted pay services. At
issue was to how to create a new framework for
digital satellite broadcasting that would allow for
various service priorities. One significant issue
was the construction of a Conditional Access
System (CAS) that could be commonly used by
broadcasters with different management
philosophies. While an understanding on how to
accomplish this is now shared, to some extent, by
engineering, sales, and marketing, it was as clear
as mud to anybody in '97. A cross-organizational

study on whether the very concept of a CAS
would be appropriate to a public broadcaster was
thus initiated, and it was STRL's researchers who
unraveled all the details about CAS; They
elucidated the basics and solved the complex
problems, such as how to implement the
scrambling technology, encryption technology,
and the systems that employ these technologies.

The reaction of all the project members was:
"What? Has STRL been working on research like
that?" Commercial broadcasters and TV
manufacturers shared in this surprise. The
research on CAS at STRL had, amazingly, been
ongoing for nearly 20 years. Consequently, the
message function of digital satellite broadcasting,
encrypted pay services, and interactive service
functions have all been based on STRL's original
research.

Broadcasters had to address several issues in
preparation for the start of digital terrestrial
broadcasting on December 1, 2003. These
included the potential of digital broadcasting and
the coordination of broadcasting and
telecommunications. Specific details about new
services were presented at the 2003 STRL open
house, including broadcasting based on home
servers and a service in which broadband
complements TV. 

With the growing momentum of broadcasting
digitalization, we can expect STRL to show more
and more of its underlying strengths, and I hope
that STRL continues with its research covering
everything from the low-profile fundamentals to
pressing forward with digitalization related
issues. I believe that NHK STRL should also
continue to contribute to improving digital
services all over the world. 
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